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Abstract 

An advertisement is a notice or announcement in a public medium promoting a product. Advertising plays 

significant role in the introduction of a new product in the market. It stimulates the people to purchase the 

product. In this paper, we propose a novel personalized Online Video Advertising System which is presented to 

recommend product ads from ecommerce sites to users of online video hosting. First we have to find a user 

preference, so we have to analyze each user’s behavior of ecommerce sites. If the user wants to buy a product, 

user will spend more time to view the specification at the same time, user clicks that product more number of 

times to view the specification, price etc. These techniques are used to find the user preference. After collecting 

each user preference, we have to identify the semantic association between videos and products and construct 

the association between the key frames and products. A multi view deep learning approach is brought to view 

item features in different domains. When the User plays the video the user preferred advertisements are shown 

in the video in proper timestamps. Thus the advertisements are displayed only based on the user’s preference 

and the user’s will to purchase the desired product. This has been the key feature of our project. Maintaining 

privacy is one of the major problems for sharing personal information through social sites. Sharing video in 

social media may lead to unwanted problem and less privacy. As a result we need some tools for secured 

transmission. For satisfying this need, we propose a system called Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P) to 

enhance privacy settings for user’s data. This system provides a two-level framework for securing the data 

based on users browsing history on shopping site. It determines the best available privacy policy for users. Our 

solution relies on image classification which is associated with policies to upload images and also to user's 

social features. Hence by using this adaptive privacy policy our sharing of shopping and recommended videos 

can be secured to only desire people. 
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1. Introduction 

Video e-Commerce++, is presented for large scale online video advertising, which is able to exhibit 

appropriate product ads to particular users. In order to effectively mine the relationship among users, videos 

and products, an Incremental Co-Relation Regression model (ICRR), User Preference Diffusion (UPD), and 

Video Scene Importance model (VSIM) are proposed to ensure the product diversity, to alleviate the problems 

of data-sparsely and cold-start, and to portray the importance of video scene. Finally, Distributed 

Heterogeneous Relations Matrix Factorization (D-HRMF) is applied to conduct online advertising. It is worth 

to notice that ICRR is implemented to efficiently deal with new key frames or new products, which reduces the 

time complexity to meet the requirement of large scale online advertising. 

In this proposed system, the video advertisements are only based on user preference. The User preference is 

found based on the user’s behavior. Recently recommendations have become a hot topic and has been 

extensively studied [4][5] which suggest suitable products for users according to their preference. When user 

gets active on e-commerce sites, his activities are observed, till user logs out his account. User behavior 

analysis is done based on the frequently searched product and how long user watches the product. If the user 

wants to buy a product, the user will spend more time to view the specification at the same time user clicks that 

product more number of times to view the specification, price, review etc. These techniques are used to find the 

user preference. After finding the user preference, we embedded the user preferred product’s advertisement in 

the video in proper time stamp. The relationship among each and every product is an essential factor for 

product recommendation [3]. We use collaborative filtering method to find out the user’s rating or preference 

matrix [1, 2].Using surf Detector algorithm, the video frames are classified based on products. Surf Detector is 

an algorithm, which extracts the some unique key points and descriptor from the product and frame and 

matches the key points to find the product in frame. Also users may face the problem of entering their personal 

details to register and share their content in the website. This is not recommended in many cases. 

Sharing video may leads to less security of content [14].The user’s privacy is not secured in this type of 

security [9], [12], [13], [15]. The existing privacy system is insufficient to solve the unique protection of video 

sharing [10], [11], [16] because the information carried within the video and their relevant social website are 

exposed. Hence we add upon the secured sharing technique to keep the contents secured and to maintain the 

privacy of the users. 

2. Existing System 

In the existing system, video based advertising system encountered several problems. Advertising systems 

recommend the same ads to all the users. It does not consider the user preference. Products and videos are 

increased dynamically, when the advertising systems face millions to billions of products and users, it cannot 

deal with large scale online advertising and conduct real time updating. Some of the most commonly used 

buttons online are the ones that allow users to skip the ad or simply close it altogether. If the advertisement 

system showing ads on the video while the user watching this is maybe an irrelevant ads for user and also user 

will get disturbed. Sometimes when people want to watch video, unwanted ads are placed over and over again 

on particular key frame. The ads are shown in improper time. Also it cannot handle the large amount of newly 

added videos, products and users. 

3. Proposed System 

The video advertisement only based on user preference. User preference find based on user behavior. When 

user will active his activities are observes, till user log out his account. User behavior analysis based on 

frequently search the product and how long user watches the product.  User wants to buy a product, he spends 

more time to view the specification at the same he clicks the product more number of times to view the 

specification, price etc. These techniques used to find the user preference. After find a user preference, we 
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embedded the user preference product’s advertisement in video in proper timestamp. Using surf Detector 

algorithm, Classify video frames based on products. Surf Detector is a algorithm, which extracts the some 

unique key points and descriptor from the product and frame and matches the key points to find the product in 

frame. 

4. System Architecture 

The system architecture is shown in the figure1 and the important characteristics in the system are explained 

below 

4.1. User Preference: 

The user logs in to the e-commerce site and searches the products, user’s actions and behavior will be noted 

by admin and the time taken to view the specification, price, quality, the product added to cart and the liked 

products will be noted in the database. The products added to cart will be given highest priority. These 

techniques will help to find user’s preference. 

4.2. Video Uploads: 

The videos are uploaded in the video site by the admin. The video is splitted into frames and the key frame is 

detected. Frame split is used to display the product in correct timestamp by considering the key-frame to 

display the product advertisement. It finds relationship between videos and products. 

 

 

Fig.1. The System Architecture of video e-Commerce++
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4.3. User Interest: 

The user enters the details and creates an account. The user logs into his account and performs purchasing 

activity, his entire behavior will be noted until he logs out his account. Surf detection algorithm is used to 

group the unique points and find the match between product key points and frame key points. Highly preferred 

product will get displayed when the user watch the video. While seeing ad the user can click the buy button and 

buy the product by bank transaction. 

5. Modules 

The entire system is divided into five modules and modules descriptions are explained below 

5.1. Video uploads and Frame Splits 

This is the first module, here the video content providers or the admin login his account and uploads video 

based on category in Server.  Video displays based on the frame rate. The frame rate is the number of frames or 

images that are projected or displayed per second.  Frame rates are used in synchronizing audio and pictures. 

To show the ads, it finds a relationship between videos and products. By using ffmpeg tool, videos are splitted 

into frames. 

5.2. Product based key Frame Detection: 

Next we determine the semantic association between videos and products. Using surf Detector algorithm, the 

video is searched for the product by using the key points of the product. Surf Detector is an algorithm, which 

extracts the some unique key points and descriptor from the product and frame. It matches the product key 

points and frame key points. If the matches reach a particular threshold, the product is present in the image of 

the video. Surf Detector processes the all frames and finds the key frame for each product. The user registers 

his details and creates an account. The user watches the videos, which are uploaded by admin. Video sense 

system is introduced [8] to embed more contextually relevant ads in most appropriate positions in the video 

stream. 

5.3. User Preference Mining: 

In User Preference Mining, we determine the user preference based on the user’s behavior. The user registers 

his details in e-commerce site and creates an account. User login his account and searches products based on 

his requirements. Once the user enters into his account, the user behaviors are observed till he logs out his 

account. User behavior is analyzed based on frequently search the product and how long the user watches the 

product. If the User wants to buy a product,  he spends more time to view the specification at the same he clicks 

the product more number of times to view the specification, price etc. These techniques used to find the user 

preference. After finding the user preference the priority is provided for the products (Example: Priority will be 

given to newly updated product in the cart). When the user purchases a product it will go to payment process. 

User creates bank account and credit money. Product will be purchased based on his bank balance. 

5.4. Embedded ads on Video: 

In this module, the advertisements are embedded into the video in proper timestamps. After analyzing a 

user’s preference, the particular user’s preference is obtained from the e-commerce site. When the user selects 

any video, the system will verify whether is there any user preferred products available on the video. If it is 

present, it calculates the key frame and respective products ads will be displayed on the video in particular key 
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frame. The relevance between users and videos are measured for high accuracy of advertising. For this private 

advertising system is provided [9] which recommend videos according to users willing.  

6. Surf Detection Algorithm 

The SURF method (Speeded Up Robust Features) is a fast and robust algorithm for local, similarity invariant 

representation and comparison of images. 

The SURF detector algorithm focuses on blob-like structure in the image. This algorithm identifies the key-

points which are found at corners of objects. It detects blobs by convolving the source image. Gaussian's 

variance is used to normalize its response.  

DoH(x,y,σ)= 
𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝑥,𝑦,𝜎).𝐺𝑦𝑦(𝑥,𝑦,𝜎)−𝐺𝑥𝑦(𝑥,𝑦,𝜎)2

𝜎2                                                                                               (1) 

where 

𝐺𝑖𝑗(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜎) =
𝜕𝑁(0,𝜎)2

𝜕𝑖  .  𝜕𝑗
   ∗  𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦)                                                                                                            (2) 

Gaussian filters are used to get rid of noisy data by blurring the image. Gaussian blurring highlights image 

details at or near a single unique scale. The distinction in images are achieved by brighten the blobs found on a 

dark background versus darkening blobs found on bright background.  

Sgn{𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜎)  + 𝐺𝑦𝑦(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜎)}     = {
+1  𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑏 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
−1 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑏𝑜𝑏 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

                                      (3) 

The SURF detector algorithm can thus be summarized by the following steps: 

 

1. Form the scale‐space response by convolving the source image using DoH filters. 

2. Search for local maxima across neighbouring pixels and adjacent scales.  

3. Interject the location of each local maxima obtained. 

4. For each point of interest, return the DoH magnitude Laplacian’s sign. 

7. Experiment and Analysis 

Video has provided a powerful new way to showcase products and online merchants are creating 

increasingly sophisticated videos to take advantage of viewer engagement. When you've invested time and 

money to create e-commerce videos, we want to realize a proper return on that investment. Still images have 

their place in e-commerce, but they are less effective than video when it comes to influencing a purchasing 

decision by online shoppers or telling your brand story. In image advertising system image sense is majorly 

used to study the methodology of automatically associating relevant ads [6][7] when the image appears in the 

video.  

Video e-Commerce is used to handle large number of videos and products. Ads shown in improper time are 

avoided. Unwanted ads neglected and user preferred ads are displayed whenever the object is detected in the 

video. Same ads showed to all users. Hence Data sparsity problem is solved .Sharing of video contents may 

sometimes be insecure and may prompt to enter our personal details. The user privacy is not secure in this type 

of security [9],[12],[13],[15].  Thus our project uses (A3P) Adaptive Privacy Policy technique for secured 

sharing and to maintain our privacy. Hence the videos are shared with others, without entering any personal 

details of the user.  The system has been implemented using FFmpeg, Java Server Page and MySQL. 
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8. Snapshots 

The implementation of the system has explained in the following snapshots. 

 

 

Fig.2. Start the Tomcat Server 

 

Fig.3. Once Server has Started to Run, the Admin Has to Login into the Video Website to Upload the Video.
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Fig.4. After the Login Procedure is Done, the Home Page Display Consists of Various Tabs (Like Feature Extraction, Frame, Upload, 

Sign-Out) 

 

Fig.5. In the Video Upload Tab, the Category of the Video is Chosen and the Mp4 Video is Uploaded. 

 

Fig.6. In Frame Tab, the Number of Frames Obtained from the Uploaded video is Displayed.
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Fig.7. In feature Extraction, Each Key Frames Compared with the Appropriate Key Point and the Database Gets Updated. 

 

Fig.8. The Frames That Are Splitted and Saved in C Drive (the Ad Gets Displayed When the Object I.E. TV is Shown in the Frame. 

 

Fig.9. The MYSQL DB Displays the Total Number of Frames Up to Which the Object is Detected in the Video.
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Fig.10. Shows the e-Commerce site, the User Can Login and Search the Necessary Items, All Activities of the User Is Noted by the Admin. 

 

Fig.11. The user Logs in to the Video Site and Views the Video. 

 

Fig.12. The Advertisement Gets Displayed When the User Preferred Object is Displayed in the Video.
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9. Conclusion 

This paper video e-Commerce, performs large scale video advertising which provides appropriate product 

ads to users based on their preference. SURF detection algorithm is used to detect the points which are at 

corner of object. Providing privacy while sharing the video is an additional feature. We recommend Adaptive 

Privacy Policy Prediction(A3P) System which provides user free privacy setting. 
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